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Details of Visit:

Author: badger07
Location 2: Cumbria
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 14th October 1400
Duration of Visit: 90 mins
Amount Paid: 170
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Ruth - Strawberryblonde
Website: http://sweetstrawberryruth.com
Phone: 07849574668

The Premises:

Well reported in other reports, lovely comfy private flat with own "buzzer" entry - easy to find , Ruth
gives excellent directions. Safe - just park in a visitors slot !  

The Lady:

As always the pictures, whilst good, do not show just how lovely Ruth actually is. She is pretty and
has a great figure. Whilst not usually a "Bum" man I have to say that Ruth has the nicest and
peachiest little bottom I have ever come across ! She is extremely fit (in an athletic sense) without
being muscular in any way. Supple and lithe - or plain delicious !! 

The Story:

Ruth is very professional in the way that she takes bookings and sets things up. So everything is
very clear and confirmed which is nice. She only takes a couple of bookings per day ( one of the
main attractions for me) so she does tend to get quite booked up.

This was a really enjoyable session, it started nice and slowly with a drink and a chat and things
kinda moved slowly into more intimate activity. Ruth was beatifully dressed in a smart dress and I
later found out that she had some lovely lingerie on as well, I believe that she has quite a collection,
so you are going to be spoilt for choice here !!

Ruth kisses just beatifully, in fact she does everything pretty darn well. I think the key is that she
really tries to work hard and making the encounter as enjoyable for the client as possible. With this
in mind she can either be quite active or passive as the occasions demand, she is fully engaged the
whole time, and is very responsive and finds it quite easy to tell you what she likes. Her eye contact
is really great- she has very expressive eyes and seems to both connect and communicate, very
sensuous indeed.
Sex is a delight, Ruth?s athletism ( or however you spell it!!) and amazing suppless really shows
here and she is able to offer new insights into some postions ..Cowgirl has never been so good !!
and those eyes again - staying in any kind of control is/was really difficult.

Is Ruth Recommended ?? .....No... she is a "Must See !!"
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If I lived closer than 275 miles away I would be broke - as it is I am planning my next trip north - I?m
searching for a business reason - but the real reason is Ruth !!

and just in case you thought that "Angel of the North" was on the A1 outside of Newcastle ...You are
wrong !! If you like your Angels slightly cheeky ......Then Kendal is the place for you !!

This Angel is way too good to miss.
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